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Dear Richard, 1, 61/ - At a time when any promise of any efforts more ikaR important than it 
would usually be, 

Neither of us an 
th n- r 

done Saturday 

many thndcs for your willingness to read the manuscript. 
do/that amount of xeroxing any more. I bope to be able to have 
and to mail it honday. 

It is not easy to believe that JUI I could become as feeble as I have. I have 
been fortunate in having a friend who lives far away who has been retyping my 

ev more recent manuscripts. This week I took one of 587 pages, many of ark' a line or 
two of inntrtions to.be.copied and carrying it and the copy back to the car and 
then from the car into the house was too much for me! I drove ail to our physical 
therapy but feared taking mine, 	and the therapist agreed it should be postponed. 
I then fell asleep sitting ups, for at least a half hour. ism about the weight of 
two packages ilaf paper! 

I hope you do offer it to a publisher and what follows is for your informa-
tion in talking to him and for his information. 

As you may remember I told you in 	1992, I had decided to use what 
time remains t6 me to try to perfect the record for history to the degree now 
pOssible for Me. All my friends are astounded at both-te-volume and the content. 
All except this have been on the jlef, assassination and its investigation. There 
must be about a dozen and a half that are book length. Since my hospitalization 
f r a long list of serious illnesses the second of which was a little more than 
tvo years ago I think I've done eight. This is one of three of them I think 
sl ould be publishable. Another one, making Eenne : With fiershIt 'journalism, on 
the deliberate and extensive falsification and dishonesty in Sy Hersh's The Park ,f  
Side of Camelot,/ lh_e friend doing the re 'rig sent to a small publisher of whom 
I'd never heard.But because I had no expectation ibf publication and wanted them 
to be a record for history, I incDuded what publishers might not want to inc]Ade. 

for 

WW-Amee I did not take time to sit down and outline what Ploi write because 
of my belief that with the unique knowledge L have the most ipportant way for me 
to spend that time is getting it on paper. As best I can look at the,volupeighen 
I cah4 use the stairs to the basement and sometimes can,A -use the ile9Zbinets 

e 	- 

in my office, it is astounding. That's what Wrone and knight among others say. 
They are historians and they both say they cannot thin/(of anyone haviing ever 
Bonn what I have done with any important subject in history. 

Working this way assures vn.tnintended repetition that should be eliminated, 
for one till. APometimes there is intended repetition.)Some of the titles some 
publishers might not like. As long as they remain descriptive, I'll agree to 
changes and may 1telcome some. And, of course, normal editing is necessary. All 



are unedited rough drafts that have been retyped. Aicould not find the retyped 
(.144.1,( A-Jo e• rz  aTe.0  one of this Opg. so I'm sending you the copy t1at has the corrections indicated. 

I have asked my friend to put the-Vaing diskette back in the machine and make and 
send a printout. If it reaches you in time it may save some of your time and it 
will be better to show any publisher you think might be interested. 

Because there will be a record for history anyway, albeit one that only a 
few will known about in the Hood archive, I am less concerned about what might 
be eliminated althou0 do hope that if it can be published as much as possible La, 

;be retained, This is aii,Unusual subject because most of what has been published 
is drek and because of book-purchaser reaction to it. The amount and the nature 

heck-s, 
are astounding as is what the reaction says about a very large number of buts:vs. 

I am in .6,1a unusual position ov this because I had to become a publisher to 
6.574511i/YereV 

operitretabject up and, broke and in debt, made a best-seller out of Whitewash 
ithout a penny to SDnd on promotion and with no ddvertising ever. I canA do 

that travelling now but there are other ways in which I can help promote. 
There is what in my reporting day was called "human interest" in all of this 

if any publisher would attempt to ptitimot& That at 85 and so feeble I remain so 
productive for one thing. Not everyday stuff. That Posner was totally silent when 
I garrotted him before. Not a wordlvom him. (I'll enclose his endorsement of an 
earlier book that he gave me theft- after three days of working in my files and 
copying hundreds of pages of them.) I still hear from people about what I did to 
himdle is more widely hated that his book was sold, I am sure. 

th 
With no money to spend on advertising or promotion and after becomirobably 

the country's smallest publisher I have heard from what 1  believe is a remarkably 
large number of people. Whep' we counted this up about ten years ago it was from 
about 20,000. In the first three months after Case Open  was out I hall about 500 
lettars of embarrassing praise and, as you know, there was no advertising or 
promotion for it. People do not like him unless they are married to the official 
mythology and they do like what I vs done, to him, to others and on the subject. 

When I became Andy Jackson's one determined man and was one of the reasons 
the Uongress amended POJA in 1874, amended the investigatoilfiles exemption in 
particular, it was as though it amended the Act to enable me to do what I then 

did. In the first suit filed under the.amended act, which made FBI, CIA and 
similar agency files accessible under it, I charged the FBI with perjury. Its 

Idefense was thal; I could charge that ad infinitqbecause -L. knew more about it 
than anyone working for the FBI. In a dozen or more FOIA lawsuits I got about a 

.1) third of a million pages that had been Withheld, including albout 80,000 on the 
assassination. These include associating an FBI symbol informer with Ray, 



but I'll go no farthur on that here so you can get it in what McKnight referred 
as effective black humor as I did Posner in over his lying about that. I do, 

I think, make the case that Posner wrote an FBI book in return for the FBI's help. 
(The "reinvestigation"DJ announced is an intended and inevitable whitewash.) In 
the course of telling the story I disclose what is unknown that I got in that 
lawsuit (CA 75-1996) and as Ray's investigator. Earlier efforts by others failed 
but as his investigator my investigation ],iii to an evidentiary hearing foifighich 

I also did all the investigation. I work (bome of thaf in, not now having access 

, to ost of it, and witty this whitewash coming, this new evidence should be 
ciA4-

t` 
 — 1  ttr c ve4 The government resorted to subirnation andits perjury to get Ray 

extradited and it used some of that in the deal on the plea and thatAiirdire. 

It is partly because in .(act this was all first person that I wrote it that 
way. I have also had extensive reaction (on JFK) that people like that and want 

to talk to me about it. Hot only from all over the country but from many foreign 	./ 
,cokintriest  /11  h 401 e rf i 9 -i-ditri ot,i4-d irdi; /4-t-tr-t-at ititot.tv-oy tido-J.-4o Aniktill-P1-441- z  

a iirr/  rh c./ 7 Atm1,n  -e---f .6./  Pii Zo 4 . -r.e..e / -;:, ri-e!t  ,ztuiPe7L-;, 
sell a Wok is here bat it is not sate for me to travel and I do 

riot. I can't use a computer .et my typing is terrible, as iris my writing and no- ....)  
thing can be done about that. In all this extensive writing I have 4ay, at my 
age, with my right leg horizontal and with the heel of the left leg as high as 

my heart. Doctor's orders. I have my typewriter on a pedestal table I made years 
ago, so the old typewriter (bought in 1968) is between my legs. Even when I write 
because I can't use a desk in the normal way so I  use a clipboard in my left hand 

or laying on the typewriter (erm*s 3000).. 

All of my pictures were stolen, all not in subject files. All I,had on the 
e Aie Ring case were without any real question stolen by Livingston t r heir of a cop and 

not for him or for Lifton, for whom he also worked and stole. I think it was for 

their possible future value. I doubt that agencies like UPI kept them but maybe 
e 

after my interest as Ray's investigator they deposited them somewhere. TIA0that 
ifrf fiv kfor.& 

e used in the trial are wititi the 6th circuit but I did have copies of a few and 
ou will see them in the text; 

There is no question at all about it, Ray could not be placed at the 
scene of the\ame at the time of the crime and there was no proof at all that his 
rifle was used in it. As you will see, the crime was a complete physical 

I 
 impossi- 

bility bility as officialljialleged and that from the hearing evidence alone. 144-4-6 	' 
Cancellation of a previous obligation made it possible for me to get the copy-

ing done. Hope you do not find The reading a waste of time and that you can place it. 

) hil---  .717/ 
Thanks and best 


